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. You don't need to with this collection of short essays by Catherine Auman, LMFT. The reader
will encounter mindful awakenings about spirituality, human relationships, appreciate, tantric
sex, and becoming a better person. "I love the wisdom that Catherine gives; Personally i think
grateful and content that people can learn and practice with such a trustworthy guidebook."She
is an excellent instructor.The psychological teachings are eye opening and so are weaved in with
nuanced spiritual wisdom.Too busy to take up a meditation practice? her writings often bring me
back again to a far more humbled, in-tune and spiritually-linked place. --Trudy Goodman, PhD,
Senior Vipassana teacher and Founder of InsightLA "".Catherine Auman's intelligent work
inspires my heart and brain and echoes with her profound humanity.." --Sara Lederer, PhD,
Certified Psychologist and Professor at Argosy University "Her insights are down-to-earth,
thought-provoking, and life-changing.. --Alan Gettis, PhD, writer of It's All Part of the Dance:
Getting Happiness in an UGLY World "Amazing and Inspiring. I enjoy talk about Catherine's
amazing essays with my customers, as I know each one of them will end up being transformative
and impactful." --Saida Desilets, PhD, writer of Emergence of the Sensual Woman
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 Recommend. The titles are provocative and fun— “But I Don’t Desire to be Regular! It consists or
brief,insightful 2-3 web pages on an a broad ran age of topics, Romantic relationships Today,
Happiness, Cures for Lonliness, Levels of Developmenty. Her sense of humor in "Sex as
RotoRooter," and "There's an App for That" are funny but meaningful aswell. These nuggets
provide quick insights than can carry over into mental jawbreakers, if you will, that your brain can
chew on and get even more reverberation later on a bit.What makes this reserve attractive is that
it has this immediacy, it isn't likely to sit by your bedside unopened. It really is filled with quick
thoughts for the considering. I actually loved the spiritual vignettes, many of that i sat with and
pondered upon.As a Jr. College teacher, I know that students will respond this this publication. I
found Shortcuts to Mindfulness and was guided to web pages 63 and 64. The 100 essays show
us how to have the very best relationships, or combat loneliness Shortcuts to Mindfulness is one
particular books that you would like to get for yourself, your loved ones, and friends. The short
essays in the book cover problems such as attaining spiritual development, or coping in a
healthy way with the challenges we face in today’s globe. The 100 essays show us how to have
the best relationships, or fight loneliness. You can find discussions of sex, meditation, and more.
Catherine’s voice is great— smart, compassionate, and witty. She shines a light on matters
accessible in a concise and focused way. It treats you like a partner on the journey, rather than
being caught up in a long-winded speech or sermon. I arrived away with some useful lessons
learned. It includes excellent tools for coping with stress and checking to higher states of
sensuality, wellness, and personal connection. I have seen so many self-help books float by, but
this Shortcuts to Mindfulness is a genuine helpful 1.” “Don’t Believe What You Think,” or “The
Bossa Nova Cure. Unfortunately, many of the pieces skip over the surface of deeper concepts
that ask for deeper discussion and may have benefited from higher attention. I would
recommend this book! Great read! Most books are big on theory and what the writer thinks the
universe is approximately, but hard to use to real tough challenges in daily living. That is why
Shortcuts to Mindfulness is definitely such a great publication for oneself or even to give to a
friend, relative, or therapy client. Will need to have for your Mindfulness! The reserve is well
written and readable. I love to dip into the reserve, examine an essay and think about it for some
time. And it remains honest and useful. Hooray for Catherine Auman placing therefore many
gems in such an accessible format. Catherine Auman has written a jewel of a reserve with ...
Catherine Auman offers written a jewel of a reserve with a lot more jewels to be found inside.
“Shortcuts,” yes, but don’t allow name fool you. The essays are brief, however the operative word
is definitely “mindfulness. No self-help pabulum right here, just page after web page of authentic,
refreshing, soulful nourishment.” The writer has the gift of writing in a manner that gets your
attention immediately and then stirs something deeper. She gives reminders, resources for
additional exploration, and comfort. She's the friend who's done the task that lets her speak with
authority and wisdom and compassion for poor aged human character. From the authors
personal collection, 100 short content articles for educating the mind that is put into eight
inspiring topics and contains factual techniques, information and stories. Take her publication to
a Wines Bar and snack to your heart's articles. She shares a few of her personal encounters in
this book as well as some easy methods to attempt your own spiritual trip.! Buy this book!
Catherine Auman is one of my favorite spiritual teachers. Very inspirational! These 2 pages
changed the direction of my life in just a matter of minutes. I really like how easy it is to read and
connect with my life. Practical and Spiritual Together For a long period I have looked for spiritual
books which are practical and ideal for everyday situations.! You don't have to with this
assortment of brief essays by Catherine Auman, LMFT. The truth that she has been a therapist



for a long time certainly shows both her writing abilities, but that she's been effective for a long
time in her profession. Each read was short but packed a punch. It's fun and readable. This great
and practical book has wonderful shortcuts that inspire. It's a quick read that is intriguing and if
you are searching for a page-turner, that is your book. Great for gifts too. Great book!! Shortcuts
to Mindfulness is a wonderful, insightful, and thoughtful reserve. Highly recommended!! I
absolutely loved this read, it had been enjoyable, interesting, inspiring and at exactly the same
time uplifting and quite thought provokin I absolutely loved this go through, it had been
enjoyable, interesting, inspiring and at exactly the same time uplifting and quite thought
provoking. Especially ideal for the Spiritually ambitious. I understood the moment I had read the
authors first tale that I would enjoy reading the rest of the book. With the brief chapters it was
easy to pick up whenever I acquired some free time and discovered myself reading a lot more
than I decided to every time. The authors insight, perception, writing and underlying signifying for
the process or personal and spiritual development made it completely easy to relate with and
open my brain to. A few sections in the reserve really touched base with me specifically the one
below as it made feeling at a difficult stage in my life. Useful and insightful!. As well as the son in
the aforementioned relationship needing to move on and create his very own adult life, the
mother must let go of as an actively involved mother and cope with her sadness about her empty
nest. Only then will she be able to develop a fulfilling post-mothering lifestyle for her later years.
Five Stars Perfect little thoughts, inspirations, meditations and a refreshing alter of perspective
for all those small moments in life… Wisdom however, not quite shortcuts "Too busy to take up a
meditation practice?! Useful and inspiring read." —book advertising blurb from Green Tara Press
I'm probably as well older for tantric sex, but the title of Catherine Auman's book, Shortcuts to
Mindfulness: 100 Ways to Personal and Spiritual Growth, intrigued me. In my 63 years I've yet to
discover a accurate shortcut to spiritual development of any kind, and mindfulness in particular.
It is a daily practice, requiring intention and attention, and reading a 300-phrase essay is no
substitute for doing the real work. I have been so blocked for so long about a significant decision
I needed to make. Great gift for seekers of spiritual insight. Tantric Tapas and The Milk of Human
being Kindness Catherine Auman is the experienced, sensible, sexy, and funny friend you always
wished you had.” “Shortcuts to Mindfulness” provides perspective and insight from an excellent
teacher. As it turned out, she does not offer shortcuts, although chapters are brief, bite-sized
columns from an on the web publication that she's put together because of this reserve. The
reader will knowledge mindful awakenings about spirituality, romantic relationships, appreciate,
tantric sex, and how to become a better person. Oprah should add this to her stack of books that
she helps to keep on her coffee desk in her meditation area. Five Stars I must say i enjoyed this
book.Brief Cuts Which Get You there.. Five Stars I loved this book!! What difference does it
produce whether you like it or not What difference does it help to make whether you like it or not?
So I was interested to read the type of shortcuts Auman acquired to provide. Frankly the short
interest period of the digital student age makes this reserve readable, the reward could be
gleaned quickly. As an experienced and successful psychotherpist, she provides useful tools in
her collection of short stories for you to understand and encounter mindfulness. Many thanks
Catherine.
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